1. Introduction

This chapter discusses the behavior of herbicides in soil cultivated with maize crop in Brazilian conditions, reporting case studies of herbicide use in different periods, from the earliest to the present time, covering ecotoxicological aspects and reflections on the future of the use of the technology in herbicide-resistant transgenic maize.

Maize (*Zea mays* L.) is an annual herbaceous plant adapted to the most diverse ecological conditions. It is an economically important crop in tropical, subtropical and temperate climates, as well as in extreme altitudes, allowing its worldwide presence in several continents. Brazilian maize production is third in the world ranked behind United States and China. Currently, maize is one of the main crops in Brazil with annual grain yields around 57.5 million tons over a large area of production (13.8 million hectares). It is the most consumed cereal in the country under a variety of forms, in nature and processed food. The exportation volume estimate for 2012 is around 14 million tons, which corresponds to US $2,766 billion income for Brazil [1].

Since the late 1970’s maize has been cropped in two distinct yearly periods, in the main Brazilian producing regions: one, called “full-season harvest” corn, sowed in the beginning of the rainy season (September, spring); and the other, called “safrinha” or “little harvest” or fall-corn cropping, sowed in the end of this rainy season (from January to April). Usually, fall corn is sowed after soybeans or common-beans harvest, in the same area where these crops had been previously grown, mainly in the South-Central Brazilian region, involving the States of Paraná, São Paulo, Minas Gerais, Goiás, Mato Grosso and Mato Grosso do Sul.
Therefore, the maize crop system adopted by Brazilian farmers has evolved from subsistence agriculture to technical agriculture by using improved adapted cultivars for each edaphoclimatic situation and pest management. Currently, maize cropping has shown expressive productivity increases, due to the modern crop production systems and top cultivars obtained via biotechnology. Farm unities with average grain yields above 7 ton per ha are commonly found in those regions.

Despite the fact that fall corn is subjected to higher production risks during the dry season, there is an economical compensation, due to the new market situation (better grain prices) after the full-season harvest offer. Additionally, there are lower production costs because farmers usually use second generation seeds from the hybrid full-season harvest and grow plants only with the residual fertilizers and herbicides, without any extra management.

This type of crop management has contributed to improved corn production in Brazil during the last 30 years: the production area increased from 11.6 to 13 million ha; annual grain yield increased from 19 to 54.1 thousand tons and average productivity from 1.6 to 4.1 kg ha\(^{-1}\). It is important to emphasize the small production area increase (10.7%) compared to the significant increases in grain yields (184%) and crop productivity (156%). Evidently, such increases, besides the two harvest seasons per year, were mainly due to research improvements in crop management, plant breeding and biotechnology areas.

Concerning the research results on maize/ weed cohabitation under Brazilian conditions, classic papers [2-5] have demonstrated yield losses between 22% and 83% due to weed competition with the maize crop within a critical period between 15 and 45 days after seedling emergence. There is evidence that weeds prevent maize plants from expressing their maximum production potential, impairing grain yields, even using top maize cultivars obtained through-
out the highly technical breeding programs associated with biotechnology and modern crop management procedures.

Inasmuch, weed control is the prevalent factor to an economically successful maize crop, and for that, herbicide use is required.

Data from the National Association for Plant Defense (ANDEF) and the National Syndicate of Industrial Products for Agriculture Defense (SINDAG) indicated that Brazil is the world’s largest pesticide market, and this industrial business mobilized US $ 14.1 billion in 2010, divided into the classes described in Figure 1.

The maize crop was the third largest consumer of herbicides in 2011, ranked behind soybeans and sugarcane crops. Therefore, the knowledge on herbicide-soil interaction processes, applied to control weeds, is highly relevant to understanding the herbicide ecotoxicological effects on the maize crop.

2. Herbicide use in maize crop — A retrospective

Since the first synthetic herbicide release of 2,4-D, a selective herbicide for Gramineae (Poa-ceae), in 1946, a revolution has occurred in the field for the crops of the Gramineae family, such as the cereals (wheat, rice, maize, barley and oats).

Concerning the maize crop, [7], cited by [8], reported grain yield increases of 25 thousand tons in a cropping area of 7,000 ha, due only to the use of 2,4-D, just after its release in EUA.

Furthermore, another positive aspect provided by herbicide use in the maize crop was the lower spacing among plant rows adopted, with consequent early shading. The old cultivators that required larger spacing among rows to cultivate the soil and eliminate emerging weeds were not necessary anymore. Therefore, [7] affirmed that only this row spacing change in the field allowed increasing plant population from 30 (in 1950) to 50 thousand plants per hectare (in 1970).

Another factor contributing to farmers’ fast adoption of herbicides in maize cropping was the fact that women and children were set free of the hard work of hand-weeding. Weeds were removed by hand among plants within rows because cultivators would remove weeds between rows but not between plants in the row. In hand-weeded maize cropping, a man would spend 12 hours per hectare and the whole crop cycle would require three to five hand-weeding procedures [8, 9]. [10] calculated the human workforce necessary just to maintain the same level of annual production at that time and concluded that 18 million men would be required only to hand-weed maize cropping. Considering the work-hour average cost increase from US $ 0.50 (in 1950) to the current US $ 7.50, the choice for herbicide use is almost obligatory economic success in maize.

The advent of s-triazines started in 1952 by researchers from the J. R. Geigy Ltd. Enterprise, in Basel, Swiss: the first patent was obtained in 1954 for the 2-chloro-4,6-bis (alkylamine)-s-triazines; 2-metoxy and 2-methylthio-4,6 bis (alkylamine)-s-triazines. The triazine selectivity
description for maize was published in 1955 [11, 12]. The first assays with triazines began in 1952 with the chlorazine molecule. In the following years, so many molecules were synthesized in the same chemical group that a specific symposium was organized in Riverside, California, in 1969 [13].

Since then, herbicide use in the maize increased significantly, because s-triazines were more selective than 2,4-D, which were more phytotoxic to several maize genotypes than s-triazines. Atrazine, specifically, showed low phytotoxicity to maize plants and could also control some dicotyledonous weeds, a distinct property not shown by 2,4-D that is a specific graminicide herbicide. Therefore, important competitive weeds to the maize crop could then be controlled, such as *Bidens pilosa*, *Emilia sonchifolia*, *Amaranthus sp*, *Euphorbia heterophylla*, *Portulaca oleracea*, and *Sonchus oleraceae*, representing an advance in weed control management in maize.

Extensive literature concerning s-triazines interactions in the soil can be found because they are among the soil applied herbicides most used worldwide, making it difficult to present a complete review on this subject. A significant number of international reports about atrazine and simazine are available about the most used triazines in maize, but little literature on the environmental toxicology area for Brazilian conditions is available.

Among the herbicides of the s-triazine group used in maize is atrazine; since its release up to now, it has been considered an excellent herbicide due to its selectivity, range of weed control and safety, not causing phytotoxicity for successive crops. At present, it is estimated that 75% of maize-cropped area in the USA is treated with atrazine.

Atrazine (C₈H₁₄ClN₅) properties are: chemical name (IUPAC) 6-chloro-N²-ethyl-N⁴-isopropyl-1,3,5-triazine-2,4-diamine; fusion point = 175ºC; solubility in H₂O (20º) = 33 mg kg⁻¹; vapor pressure = 3.0 x 10⁻⁷; pKₐ (21º) = 1.68 and Log Kow (25º) = 2.61, [12].

In Brazil, atrazine is largely used and registered for pineapple, sugarcane, pine, rubber-tree, sorghum and maize.

Atrazine is mainly taken up by roots and also through leaves of plants. When absorbed by roots, it is rapidly transported upwards via xylem and accumulated in the meristems; its movement in the phloem is restricted. Atrazine functions through photosynthesis inhibition by impairing the Hill reaction in the photosystem II, leading to death of susceptible plants. In tolerant plants, like maize and sorghum, atrazine is bound to glutathione (GHS), blocking the atrazine molecule herbicide action [14].

At first, atrazine and other s-triazines were recommended only as pre-emergent herbicides, that is, applied directly on the soil or incorporated just after sowing. However, in the early 1990’s, farmers faced climate difficulties that impeded application as recommended, because the pre-emergent application would require a dry period without rain just after sowing to put the implements in the field; in many cases, the dry period would not occur and when the climate conditions were favorable, both the maize seeds and weeds had already emerged their second leaves, characteristic of the first emergence flow. Then, farmers did not have other options than that of applying the herbicide over the plants in the initial stage of development, characterizing a post-emergent herbicide application. From then on and to date, atrazine has
been observed to efficiently control weeds and not cause any toxicity to maize plants, allowing its recommendation also as a post-emergent herbicide.

This occurred at the same time that new post-emergent herbicides were released for maize including: nicosulfuron, isoxaflutole, foramsulfuron + iodosulfuron-methyl, mesotrione and tembotrione. The main advantage of the post-emergent procedure is to better adjust the herbicide dose to control the emergent weed flora, avoiding excessive rates, saving money and decreasing environmental impact. However, there are toxicity risks mainly concerning maize or other more susceptible crops in succession to maize due to residual herbicide effects in the soil. Since the herbicides are indicated for post-emergent application and they are applied over plants, at first, it might erroneously suggest that such chemical products do not persist in the soil or show low persistence.

It is important to highlight that many of those new herbicides have been indicated for agricultural use as components of mixtures with atrazine, similar to the usual recommendation for metolachlor (chloroacetamides group). The herbicide action of atrazine + metolachlor mixture consists of the inhibition of weed cellular division mainly in plants from Poaceae (Gramineae group), complementing the broadleaf weed atrazine action (dicotyledonous plants). Therefore, this herbicide mixture has a wider range of action over weed species which explains its commercial success; up to now, it is considered the best standard herbicide mixture for maize.

Now, research work must focus on these two herbicides in studies concerning the herbicide-soil interactions, applied to maize, since herbicide residues might persist in soils for longer periods than expected, causing phytotoxicity to the next season crop in succession or rotation practices. The knowledge on herbicide persistence in soils is critically important for the adequate use of such products in sustainable environmental systems.

3. Herbicide interaction in soils

In agricultural systems, the soil represents the final destination of large numbers of herbicides applied directly on the soil or over the plant shoots [15].

Herbicides interact with the environment throughout three main routes: (1) physical processes such as soil desorption, volatilization, lixiviation (by water) and erosion together with soil (by wind and water); (2) chemical processes such as photodecomposition, adsorption, reaction with soil components; and (3) biological processes such as molecule decomposition by microorganisms and absorption by plants [16, 17].

According to [18-22], all those processes are dependent on the soil chemical and physical characteristics (soil texture, structure, colloid nature and concentration, pH, etc.) and climatic conditions, particularly, the soil temperature and moisture. On the other hand, the herbicide chemical characteristics depend on the molecular structure, ionization, water solubility, liposolubility, polarization and volatilization.
Different external factors exert important roles on herbicide-soil interactions, such as the herbicide formula, rate and mode of application, which are illustrated in Figure 2.

**Figure 2.** Diagram of the main herbicide-soil interaction processes, adapted from [20].

The processes of soil colloid adsorption-desorption of herbicide molecules greatly influence herbicide movement and transformation in the environment.

### 4. Soil sorption (adsorption) and desorption of herbicide molecules

The soil adsorption process is understood as the adherence of a molecule, an ion or other particle on the soil surface, as a result of the interaction between both the adsorbing (clay, organic matter) and adsorbed surfaces’ field strengths (in this case, the herbicide). Herbicide particles may also be *absorbed* (taken up) by soil colloids. [23], discussed about the difficulty in differentiating between the absorption and adsorption phenomena, suggesting the term “sorption” to express both processes.

Soil sorption is generally a reversible phenomenon (sorption/desorption) and an equilibrium is reached between the adsorbed (sorbed) herbicide concentration on clay/organic matter and the herbicide concentration in the soil solution [24, 25]. The soil sorption is generally a physical process in which attraction forces are involved: such as the van der Waals strengths, bipolar particle interactions, hydrogen bridges and hydrophobic binds. When soil sorption is resultant from chemical processes, an irreversible chemical reaction (herbicide-soil colloid interaction) might occur and a third compound or a stable complex molecule is formed. Soil sorption is a
fundamental factor in environmental toxicological studies, because it is determinant to other processes like lixiviation and microbial decomposition [26, 27].

Soil sorption is affected by the involved molecule size. [24] demonstrated that large organic molecules, like herbicides, when adsorbed in montmorillonite clay type, can hardly be substituted by small ions. However, the authors affirmed that the most influential property of clay is the charge type. A stronger electrical charge is generated from dissociation and a weaker charge is resultant from a non-uniform electron distribution on the molecule surface, causing weak polarity.

Briggs [18, 19], affirmed that the extension and intensity of processes involved in the sorption/desorption phenomena are greatly dependent on the herbicide molecular properties and soil temperature and moisture. Similarly, [15] cited the importance of herbicide physical-chemical properties, as well as of soil pH, soil colloid type and soil cation retention.

Velini [22], evidenced that the knowledge on how much the sorption process influences the herbicide sorption on soil colloids is fundamental to define the herbicide application rate to efficiently control weeds.

According to [28], the sorption/desorption processes are highly influenced by the soil colloid type because the larger the specific surface (organic matter, 2:1 clay type), the larger the sorption on soil colloid. Soil moisture also significantly affects the process, once the higher the moisture the lower the sorption. This is due to the fact that H\textsuperscript{+} ions, with concentrations dependent on the soil moisture content, compete with the herbicide molecules for the sorption sites at the soil colloids’ surface. Therefore, higher herbicide sorption occurs under a water deficit.

The acidic and alkaline compounds’ ionization is dependent on the soil pH and herbicide pK. In the case of atrazine, pK\textsubscript{219} = 1.68; and under Brazilian soil pH conditions (pH>5.5), most molecules would be in the molecular form\textsuperscript{1}, subject to the non-ionic sorption processes, such as hydrogen bridges and van der Waals forces.

In accordance [50], the lack of knowledge about the sorption/desorption phenomena is not surprising because the soil is a highly complex biological and chemical medium, making it difficult to completely understand the interdependent relationships and interactions among the several components involved which certainly affect the herbicide sorption/desorption processes in the soil.

5. Herbicide movement in the soil

Pre-emergent herbicides are expected to present a certain movement in the soil and to be taken up by weed seedling roots because such movement provides an important soil surface
incorporation, allowing a better herbicide contact with greater number of weed seeds or seedlings and maximizing weed control.

Herbicides applied to the soil might move in all directions and phases - gaseous or liquid phases - in areas exposed to intense winds during specific year periods, which could transport considerable herbicide amounts [28], but the vertical descendent route is the most significant movement, characterizing herbicide lixiviation [29, 15].

The herbicide lixiviation in soils is a relevant factor affecting herbicide persistence in the environment. Herbicide lixiviation is dependent on several factors related to the herbicide molecule properties (as intrinsic molecule unity - volatilization, ionization capacity, water solubility, molecular size and weight and lipophilicity) and edaphoclimatic factors (soil type, organic matter content, relief, rainfall and temperature), as well as the herbicide application method. All these factors will determine an herbicide immobilization rate by soil sorption and will influence the herbicide lixiviation. When the herbicide is dragged into deeper soil layers by lixiviation, it persists for longer periods in the environment due to the absence or lower number of microorganisms responsible for the molecule decomposition [30].

The knowledge on herbicide movement routes in soils is essential to a better herbicide/weed management (dose and application method) as well as to understand the potential contamination risks to the environment. The possible herbicide routes that might severely contaminate environment resources include lixiviation to underground waters, superficial molecular movement in solution or suspension (erosion) to water flows, volatilization (air contamination), and removal by live organisms [30].

The higher the herbicide lipophilicity, the higher the tendency to be sorbed on soil colloids, and consequently, lower herbicide lixiviation would be expected. On the other hand, high hydrophilic herbicides would be expected to show lower soil sorption and higher lixiviation rates.

Besides the herbicide vertical movement in the soil profile being an important indicator of its potential contamination risk to underground water and deeper layers, it is also an indicator of herbicide persistence and potential contamination risks to plants with deeper root systems.

Herbicide soil persistence can be determined by biological methods (using bio-indicators) and by chemical or radiometric methods. Both methodologies have advantages and disadvantages and allow assessing the period of herbicide presence in the soil within the detection limits of each method used [31].

Several research works of environment monitoring for potentially toxic residues have been carried out during the last decades, mainly in developed countries. For instance, [32] reported the soil analysis results of 130 different pesticide and herbicide residues applied to agricultural soils in annual crops of 43 USA states. Among the 130 chemical products, only 24 were found in soils during the harvest period: 6 herbicides, 5 phosphorous pesticides, 11 chlorinated pesticides and 2 arsenium pesticides. Among the herbicides, atrazine and simazine, both from the triazine group, persisted in the soil for periods of 12 and 10 months, respectively. [33], when monitoring more than 2200 wells in areas of irrigated maize, detected the presence of several herbicides, such as atrazine, simazine, propazine, prometon and ametrine, and also traces of metolachlor in several well-water samplings.
In Brazil, significant amounts of atrazine and simazine residues were detected in artesian well-waters in the recharge area of Guarani aquifer, an important underwater natural resource [34].

Almeida [35], carried out detailed s-triazine sorption/desorption studies on different soils from the region of Ubatuba municipal district, State of São Paulo, Brazil. The authors reported that potential herbicide lixiviation and/or superficial runoff would depend on the intrinsic soil characteristics and that the herbicide recommendation must be supported and evaluated based on such soil attributes. Furthermore, the authors observed high s-triazine sorption and consequently lower lixiviation potential in high organic-C content soils; and low herbicide sorption in low C-content soils, favoring desorption and increasing the potential risk of subsoil contamination. They concluded that the soil organic-C content is directly related to the s-triazine sorption and it might be an important indicator of herbicide lixiviation potential, corroborating the results observed in [36].

6. Determination of herbicide persistence and lixiviation: Simazine, atrazine and metolachlor

Blanco [37], determined herbicide persistence and lixiviation up to 50 cm soil depth, using gas-chromatography, in a field experiment with simazine applied as a pre-emergent herbicide in maize at the rate of 3 kg ha\(^{-1}\) (a.i. = active ingredient), in the State of São Paulo, Brazil. The results obtained are described as follows:

![Simazine residue means determined in several soil depth samples (layers from 0-10 until 40-50 cm), collected in different sampling dates [37]](image)

The highest simazine concentration was found in the 0-10 cm superficial soil layer (Figure 3) and decreasing simazine concentrations were found in deeper layers (30-40 cm), 14 until 65
days after treatment (DAT), but at levels near the method detection limit (0.05 mg.kg$^{-1}$). No simazine residue was found in the 20-30 and 30-40 cm layers, 100 DAT. Simazine persisted in the 0-10 cm layer until 360 DAT in concentrations near the method detection limit. At 10-20 cm layer, simazine persisted until 100 DAT, and afterwards (127 and 183 DAT), only residues near the detection limit were found. The simazine persistence curve was obtained by regression analysis, considering the total residue data in the soil profile (0-50 cm depth, Figure 4).

![Simazine persistence curve](image-url)

**Figure 4.** Simazine persistence curve determined until 360 days after treatment, applied as pre-emergent herbicide in maize crop [37].

The persistence curve (Figure 4) fitted an exponential equation, showing a fast decrease of soil simazine concentration until 120 DAT; and afterwards, a slower decreasing slope was observed until 360 DAT. These results might be explained by the rainfall distribution (Figure 3), because a dry period occurred between 112 and 215 DAT, causing adverse conditions to microbial development with consequent increased herbicide molecule adsorption and decreased availability/ dissipation. After 230 days, frequent rainfalls and high soil moisture favored dissipation by biotic agents and soil desorption, once the higher the soil moisture the higher molecule availability and dissipation; other dissipation types might also occur.

Researchers tended to confirm these results, that is, under different Brazilian conditions, simazine remained in the superficial soil layer [38 – 44]. Nevertheless, such affirmations must be supported with information on soil conditions and the triazine group that the studied molecule belongs to as well as on the field experiment local climate where the results were obtained.
Dawson [41], found simazine residues one year after the last annual application (of a total of six applications) in the 10-20 cm depth layer; Albers and Homburg cited by [44], also found simazine movement below 15 cm depth for a six-month period in several soil types.

In this experiment, [37] observed that the soil solution pH varied from 6.8 to 5.3 in soil samples; and the simazine \( \text{pK}_{\text{21°C}} = 1.7 \) indicated that, under these conditions and despite simazine being a weak base, most herbicide molecules would be in the molecular form (only 0.006% would be ionized). According to [45, 46], simazine presents log Kow = 1.51 characterizing its lipophilic property, and increasing the chances of herbicide molecule sorption by soil colloids.

Gast [13] cited by [30], demonstrated that simazine mobility is affected by soil organic matter (OM). In soil columns with 27 to 30% of OM, the herbicide did not percolate, but in sandy soils, herbicide lixiviation occurred until 17.50 cm depth. In field experiments, [39] found higher simazine concentrations below 30 cm than in the first 15 cm above, 16 months after application. These authors’ results were related with the low soil OM (0-10 cm layer = 0.60% OM; and 40-50 cm layer = 0.19% OM) what might explain the simazine lixiviation until deeper soil layers (40 cm).

In another research, following the same procedures, [47] evaluated the atrazine and metolachlor herbicide persistence and lixiviation, applied pre-emergence to maize, as the commercial product Primestra at the rate of 8.0 L ha\(^{-1}\) (1600 g ai atrazine + 2400 g ai metolachlor). The highest atrazine herbicide concentration was found restricted to the superficial soil layer (0-10 cm) (Figure 6). In the 10-20 cm depth layer, the herbicide was found only 15 DAT; and no residue was found in deeper layers until 380 DAT. Atrazine persistence was detected until 184 DAT.

The atrazine persistence curve fitted an exponential equation obtained by regression analysis of the total residue data from 0 to 50 cm depth layers (Figure 7). The initial atrazine residue level was depleted very rapidly from soil and tended to stabilize 100 DAT, remaining constant.

**Figure 5.** Daily rainfall occurred during the experiment period, January 14\(^{th}\), 1992 to January 8\(^{th}\), 1993, [37].
until 184 DAT. Afterwards, it tended to zero, and it was not detected at any other sampling dates.

**Figure 6.** Average atrazine values found in different soil depth layers and sampling dates, in maize crop [47].

The metolachlor persistence curve (Figure 8) was similar to the atrazine curve, showing higher residue concentration in the 0-10 cm depth layer. However, metolachlor persistence differed from atrazine due to the fact that it was detected until 380 DAT, and also, because metolachlor lixiviated until 20-30 cm and 10-20 cm depth, 15 and 100 DAT, respectively.

![Graph showing atrazine persistence](image)

**Figure 7.** Atrazine herbicide persistence, applied in pre-emergence to maize crop [47].

The metolachlor persistence curve (Figure 8) was similar to the atrazine curve, showing higher residue concentration in the 0-10 cm depth layer. However, metolachlor persistence differed from atrazine due to the fact that it was detected until 380 DAT, and also, because metolachlor lixiviated until 20-30 cm and 10-20 cm depth, 15 and 100 DAT, respectively.

The metolachlor persistence curve (Figure 8) was similar to the atrazine curve, showing higher residue concentration in the 0-10 cm depth layer. However, metolachlor persistence differed from atrazine due to the fact that it was detected until 380 DAT, and also, because metolachlor lixiviated until 20-30 cm and 10-20 cm depth, 15 and 100 DAT, respectively.
Regression analysis was applied to the total residue data up to the 50 cm depth and the persistence curve fitted an exponential equation (Figure 9).

A rapid decrease of metolachlor residue concentrations were observed until 100 DAT (0.20 mg kg\(^{-1}\)), and afterwards it tended to stabilize reaching the method detection limit (0.05 mg kg\(^{-1}\)) 380 DAT.

The rainfall regime is presented in Figure 10. In the experiment beginning, rainfalls were not abundant favoring metolachlor sorption and immobilization on soil colloids, and thus,
reducing the dissipation factors. The frequent and abundant rainfalls observed 220 DAT favored metolachlor desorption; its molecules were released in the soil solution and entered through dissipation processes and, consequently, the metolachlor concentration was fast depleted from the soil solution.

Figure 10. Daily rainfall occurred during the experiment period, January 14th, 1992 to January 20th, 1993 [47].

Blanco et al. [37, 47] carried out field experiments in the same period and edaphoclimatic conditions, allowing the comparison between simazine and metolachlor results: metolachlor presented higher persistence (380 DAT) than atrazine (184 DAT), and this latter showed lesser lixiviation (until 20 cm depth), once metolachlor and simazine lixiviated until 30 and 40 cm depth, respectively.

From these results it might also be inferred that when these herbicides are sequentially used in successive crops, undesirable product residue amount might accumulate in the soil. For instance, at maize harvest (100-120 days after sowing), significant herbicide residual concentrations might be left until the next crop sowing date, causing damage to the environment and plants as well as promoting plant resistance to herbicides.

In the research described in item [56] used bioassay methods to evaluate the atrazine persistence applied as post-emergent herbicide in maize at rates of 1000 and 2000 g ha\(^{-1}\) and observed that persistence ended 56 DAT, independently of the atrazine rate. Although comparing different methods, the above result was similar to the one presented in Figure 7, where the end of atrazine persistence was found 83 DAT, determined by gas-chromatography.

The edaphoclimatic condition effects on herbicide persistence in soils are well-known. Soil and climate conditions may directly alter the herbicide persistence or impair different degradation routes in many ways, whatever biotic (caused by microorganisms) or abiotic processes occur. Little Brazilian literature is found concerning the environmental impact caused by herbicide persistence, dissipation and lixiviation, when compared to foreign literature, especially about
Atrazine that is largely studied in foreign countries. However, data from foreign countries cannot be extrapolated to Brazilian soil and climate conditions.

For example, [48] studied atrazine dissipation in a clayey loam type soil cropped with maize in England (with atrazine rates of 1.10 and 3.30 kg ha\(^{-1}\)) and observed an exponential atrazine dissipation, but longer half-life (3 to 3.6 months), much different from the half-life found by [45] under Brazilian conditions for the same herbicide (13.58 days) (Figure 7).

It is described in the paper [49], studying atrazine degradation in field soils of Spain, found a half-life of 30 days, and demonstrated the microbial and chemical nature of atrazine degradation, corroborating the results reported by [11]. The latter authors affirmed there is a strong relationship between s-triazines’ inactivation and optimal conditions for microbial community growth. Nevertheless, several soil factors such as increasing soil temperature and moisture, low pH and high soil organic matter content usually favor triazine chemical degradation by hydrolysis [11].

The foreign literature has cited metolachlor (acetanilide group) as the most persistent herbicide in soils, superior to propachlor and alachlor. [50] and [28] reported metalochlor half-life of 33 and 15 days for sandy loam soils and clayey loam soils, respectively, both soils under 80% of water field capacity. Results reported in [47], found similar metalochlor half-life (11.16 days) in clayey loam soil (Figure 9).

Many authors reported metolachlor degradation as an essentially microbial degradation type [51-54]; the soil organic matter is preponderant to metolachlor dissipation because this herbicide shows lipophilic molecule characteristics (log Kow > 3) and it is strongly adsorbed in high OM-soils [45, 55]; thus, explaining the metalochlor lixiviation observed in low OM-soil until 30 cm depth reported by [47] (Figure 8).

When herbicide persistence is determined through biological methods, a specific susceptible test plant is used as an indicator. For that, the test plant is submitted to herbicide residue and the time period of herbicide bioactivity is evaluated as well as its molecule impact on the environment. Since test plants are more susceptible than crop plants, it is possible to estimate the time period that an herbicide is potentially active in the soil to cause damage to susceptible crop plants in succession to the previously treated crop [31].

7. Determination of mesotrione and tembotrione herbicide persistence in soils

Results described in [56], evaluated the tembotrione and mesotrione persistences, applied at two rates, as post-emergent herbicides to maize under different planting systems, using beetroot (*Beta vulgaris*, Early Wonder cv) as a test plant. Soil samples from the field experiment were collected at predetermined dates and used to grow potted test plants under growth-chamber conditions (Conviron phytotron, PVG386 model). After 14 days, plants were cut above the soil and evaluated for shoot fresh matter. The treatment means with and without (control) herbicide were compared by \(t\) test at 0.05 (\(t_{0.05}\)).
In this way, bioassays with test plants were used to determine tembotrione and mesotrione soil persistence during four consecutive field experiments.

Tembotrione (2-{2-chloro-4-mesil-3-[(2,2,2-trifluoroetoxi) metil]benzoil} ciclohexane -1,3-dione), solubility = 28 mg L\(^{-1}\), pKa= 4.22, and mesotrione (2-(4-mesyl-2-nitrobenzoyl)cyclohexane-1,3-dione), solubility = 168.7 mg L\(^{-1}\), pKa = 3.07, is an herbicide from the triketone group. The herbicide mechanism of action is the inhibition of the hydroxyphenylpyruvate-dioxygenase enzyme impairing carotenoids biosynthesis and destroying cellular membranes, leading to the death of susceptible plants.

In Brazil, they are indicated as post-emergent herbicides in both maize growth periods (full-season harvest and little harvest or “safrinha” corn).

8. Mesotrione and tembotrione herbicide persistence determination in “safrinha” corn

The bioassay was carried out in potted test plants grown in medium texture soil (pH 4.9 and 3% OM), treated with two mesotrione rates (192 and 384 g ha\(^{-1}\)). The results (Figure 9) showed that beetroot plants were able to grow and develop only after the sixth soil sampling (84 DAT), with the lower herbicide rate. With the double rate, the test plants grew only 114 DAT. From then on, plants showed increasing shoot fresh matter yields in both treatments, until the moment when no significant differences were found between the control and treated plants (H0 - null hypothesis accepted). Therefore, the end of mesotrione persistence was determined 114 DAT and 177 DAT for the first and second rates (192 and 384 g ha\(^{-1}\)), respectively.
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**Figure 11.** Residual effects of mesotrione herbicides on potted beetroot plants, used as susceptible test plants, grown under growth-chamber conditions. Data is referred to shoot fresh matter (g) and means were compared by t test (0.05). [56].
The rainfall regime during the field experiment is shown in Figure 12. In the beginning of the experiment less frequent and little rainfall occurred. Despite the considerable 140 mm rainfall peak volume between 30 and 40 DAT, the favorable situation did not persist and it was followed by a 130 day-dry period. This fact favored herbicide sorption to soil colloids making it unavailable in the soil solution and restricting the dissipation processes.

![Figure 12](image.png)

**Figure 12.** Rainfall distribution observed during the experiment period described in Figure 11. [56]

Such rainfall distribution explained the slow mesotrione dissipation during the initial dry period because the herbicide final persistence was only found 114 DAT, for the lower treatment rate. When rainfall started 130 DAT, mesotrione desorption was favored, increasing its availability, followed by its depletion from the soil solution through dissipation processes. At this point, the test plants were not affected anymore (177 DAT), indicating the mesotrione persistence end for the second rate (384 g ha\(^{-1}\)).

The results obtained with test plants grown in soil samples with residual tembotrione from the “safrinha” field corn crop (medium texture soil, pH 5.1 and OM = 1.1%) are presented in Figure 13.

The beetroot shoot fresh matter for different soil sampling periods (Figure 13) showed that these susceptible plants started to grow after the third soil sampling (32 DAT). This means that the null hypothesis (H0) for the rate of 100.8 g ha\(^{-1}\) was rejected at this time (significant differences between treatment and control means were found by t test 0.05). The null hypothesis (H0) was only accepted between 55 and 120 DAT, meaning that no significant differences in plant growth among treatments and control were observed at this time, and that the tembotrione persistence ended 55 DAT for the first rate (100.8 g ha\(^{-1}\)). For the second rate (201.6 g ha\(^{-1}\)), the test plant growth occurred between 75 and 120 DAT, evidencing the end of tembotrione persistence 75 DAT.
The rainfall regime during the experiment (Figure 14) showed frequent and abundant rains in the period beginning, and consequently, the high soil moisture favored herbicide release in the soil solution and its subsequent rapid dissipation. This fact explains the low soil herbicide persistence - 55 and 75 DAT - obtained for the first (100.8 g ha\(^{-1}\)) and second doses (201.6 g ha\(^{-1}\)), respectively. The soil moisture favorable conditions persisted until 70 DAT, almost coincident with the second rate persistence end (75 DAT).

The rainfall regime during the experiment (Figure 14) showed frequent and abundant rains in the period beginning, and consequently, the high soil moisture favored herbicide release in the soil solution and its subsequent rapid dissipation. This fact explains the low soil herbicide persistence - 55 and 75 DAT - obtained for the first (100.8 g ha\(^{-1}\)) and second doses (201.6 g ha\(^{-1}\)), respectively. The soil moisture favorable conditions persisted until 70 DAT, almost coincident with the second rate persistence end (75 DAT).
Although both experiments were carried out under “safrinha” fall conditions (dry season), the mesotrione and tembotrione persistence results (Figures 11 and 13) cannot be compared to each other, because different rainfall regimes occurred during the two field experiments (Figures 12 and 14). Therefore, a third experiment was carried out in a medium texture soil (pH 6.6 and OM = 3%), also under fall conditions (“safrinha” corn) as presented in Figure 15.

The herbicides tembotrione and mesotrione were observed to differently affect the beetroot shoot fresh matter during the experiment time period (Figure 15).

The mesotrione residual effect of the first rate (192 g ha\(^{-1}\)) actually restricted the susceptible plant growth until 45 DAT, meanwhile the tembotrione residues did not restrict plant growth, except for the period 0-30 DAT at the second rate (201.6 g ha\(^{-1}\)). These differences were pointed out by the null hypothesis analysis (Figure 15), which indicated significant contrast differences between the control and the herbicide treatments. The analysis also indicated that tembotrione persistence ended 60 DAT and mesotrione persistence ended 129 DAT, independently of both herbicide rates.

The rainfall regime during the experiment period (Figure 16) showed that the rain volume and intensity until 75 DAT favored tembotrione dissipation that was completely depleted from soil solution 60 DAT, and from then on, did not affect beetroot plant growth (Figure 15). A dry
period occurred from 75 to 115 DAT, which restricted mesotrione dissipation and favored its molecule sorption on soil colloids. After that period, new rainfalls caused fast mesotrione dissipation, evidenced by the persistence end 129 DAT.

Figure 16. Rainfall regime occurred during the experiment period described in Figure 15. [56]

9. Herbicide persistence determination under full-season cropping conditions

Bailey & Coffey [54] complemented the research work and carried out the same trials during the full-season maize crop, occurred during spring/summer seasons.

The results obtained with test plants grown in soil samples with residual mesotrione and tembotrione (applied to a full-season maize crop, grown in a medium texture soil, pH 5.9 and OM = 2.5%) are presented in Figure 17.

The results indicated that beetroot plants (shoot fresh matter) grown in soil samples with tembotrione residues did not differ from the control plants 56 DAT, independently of the herbicide rate, until the end of the experiment (132 DAT). Plants grown in soil samples with mesotrione residues (first rate = 144 g ha\(^{-1}\)) did not differ from the control plants 83 DAT until the end of experiment (132 DAT). However, plants grown in soil samples treated with the second rate (288 g ha\(^{-1}\)) were severely affected, except for the last sampling period, when test plants did not show any phytotoxicity symptoms (132 DAT).

Therefore, tembotrione persistence ended 56 DAT independently of the field rate applied; mesotrione persistence ended 83 and 132 DAT for the first and second rates applied to the field (144 and 288 g ha\(^{-1}\)), respectively.
The rainfall regime during the experiment period (Figure 18) indicated a typical condition observed during full-season maize crop in the State of São Paulo, Brazil, with frequent and abundant rains.

**Figure 17.** Residual effects of mesotrione and tebotrione herbicides on potted beetroot plants, used as susceptible test plants, grown under growth-chamber conditions. Data is referred to shoot fresh matter (g) and means were compared by t test (0.05). [56]

The rainfall regime during the experiment period (Figure 18) indicated a typical condition observed during full-season maize crop in the State of São Paulo, Brazil, with frequent and abundant rains.

**Figure 18.** Rainfall regime observed during the experiment period described in Figure 17 [56].
The rainfall distribution favored lower herbicide sorption in soil colloids and higher availability in the soil solution, and thus, the herbicides were easily subject to biological and/or chemical dissipation processes. This explains the shorter tembotrione persistence (56 DAT). However, longer mesotrione persistence was observed (83 DAT) for the first rate (144 g ha⁻¹), which required one more rain period to be dissipated; and still longer (132 DAT) for the second rate (288 g ha⁻¹) that required even another period of rain to be dissipated.

Beetroot plants showed similar susceptibility to both herbicides, but it is possible to infer that tembotrione has a shorter persistence in the soil than mesotrione, independently of the crop season, and that tembotrione provides less environmental impact and toxicity risk to successive crops.

10. Current scenario in Brazil

During the human evolution process, since the beginning of agriculture 7,000 years ago, man has continuously developed technology for that activity, which nowadays, is a highly technical agriculture. However, certain facts have made us think about Carl Gustav Jung’s (1875-1961) citation: “knowledge does not mean wisdom”.

When mesotrione and tembotrione herbicides, among others, were released in the market, one of the main highlighted advantages at that time was the lower rates required to control weeds, which would result in significantly less environmental impact and phytotoxicity risks to crops in rotation.

Nowadays, such advantage is being revealed, because with the advent of glyphosate-resistant transgenic soybeans, the first resistant weed biotypes started to appear. Currently, there is an increasing concern about glyphosate-resistant weed biotypes after transgenic maize release, which is also resistant to glyphosate. For this reason, a glyphosate mixture with other herbicides, or else a sequential application, has been recommended justified by the need for herbicide rotation or another option to control weeds.

Actually, there has been a tendency to go back to the past with all the old misconceptions and misdirections, that is, to recommend the use of residual herbicides with high environmental impact and risk to successive crops.

It seems that it would be imperative to put in practice not only an herbicide rotation, but also a rotation between transgenic and conventional crops in order to decrease the selection pressure over weed communities, attempting to more efficiently postpone the appearance of herbicide resistant weed biotypes.

This subject will certainly be the new challenge for weed science.
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